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Abstract— Entanglement routing establishes remote entangle-1

ment connection between two arbitrary nodes, which is one2

of the most important functions in quantum networks. The3

existing routing mechanisms mainly improve the robustness and4

throughput facing the failure of entanglement generations, which,5

however, rarely include the considerations on the most important6

metric to evaluate the quality of connection, entanglement fidelity.7

To solve this problem, we propose purification-enabled entangle-8

ment routing designs to provide fidelity guarantee for multiple9

Source-Destination (S-D) pairs in quantum networks. In our pro-10

posal, we first consider the single S-D pair scenario and design an11

iterative routing algorithm, Q-PATH, to find the optimal purifi-12

cation decisions along the routing path with minimum entangled13

pair cost. Further, a low-complexity routing algorithm using an14

extended Dijkstra algorithm, Q-LEAP, is designed to reduce15

the computational complexity by using a simple but effective16

purification decision method. Finally, we consider the common17

scenario with multiple S-D pairs and design a greedy-based18

algorithm considering resource allocation and re-routing process19

for multiple routing requests. Simulation results show that the20

proposed algorithms not only can provide fidelity-guaranteed21

routing solutions, but also has superior performance in terms22

of throughput, fidelity of end-to-end entanglement connection,23

and resource utilization ratio, compared with the existing routing24

scheme.25

Index Terms— Quantum networks, fidelity-guaranteed, entan-26

glement purification, entanglement routing, resource allocation.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

IN RECENT years, quantum information technologies have29

been widely developed and achieved remarkable break-30

throughs especially in secure communications [1]. Along with31
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Fig. 1. Illustration of information transmission in a quantum network, data
qubit represents the state that Alice wishes to teleport [8, chapter 4]. (a)(b) an
arbitrary single qubit can be sent using short-distance quantum teleportation.
(c)(d) establishment of remote entanglement connection through entanglement
swapping, data transmission using long-distance quantum teleportation.

the concept validation of quantum repeater and long-distance 32

quantum communications [2], [3], the quantum network, 33

which is foreseen to be a “game-changer” to the classic 34

network, is being developed at a rapid pace. 35

In a quantum network, quantum nodes (including quantum 36

processors and repeaters) are interconnected via optical links, 37

and they can generate, store, exchange, and process quantum 38

information [4], [5]. When two faraway quantum nodes, serv- 39

ing as source and destination, attempt to exchange informa- 40

tion, the quantum network first establishes the entanglement 41

connection between them, and then information is transmitted 42

in the form of quantum bits (called qubits) over entangle- 43

ment connection to the destination. As shown in Fig. 1, 44

to establish such end-to-end entanglement connection, entan- 45

gled pairs between adjacent nodes are first generated. After 46

that, quantum repeater connects quantum nodes over longer 47

distances by performing entanglement swapping, i.e., joint 48

Bell state measurements at the local repeater aided by classical 49

communication [6]. 50

To build up a large-scale functional quantum network with 51

satisfying the dynamic requests from Source-Destination (S-D) 52

pairs, the critical problem we have to face firstly is how to 53

select routing path and utilize network resources efficiently 54

(such as limited entangled pairs on each edge). Recently, some 55

existing studies are dedicated to solve such problem [7], and 56
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propose multiple entanglement routing designs to improve the57

robustness and throughput facing the failure of entanglement58

generations. Although the development of quantum network59

is currently at the primitive stage, these routing designs bring60

a good start to facilitate the process of quantum networks’61

construction in the future.62

However, an important metric to evaluate the quality63

of remote entanglement connection, entanglement fidelity,64

is rarely considered in the exisitng entanglement routing65

designs. In practice, due to the noise in the system, quantum66

repeaters sometimes might not generate entangled pairs with67

a certain desired fidelity, which brings negative effects on68

various quantum applications [9]. For example, in quantum69

cryptography protocols (e.g., BB84 protocol), an entanglement70

fidelity lower than the quantum bit error rate can reduce the71

security of key distribution [10]. To improve the fidelity of72

entanglement connection and satisfy the requirement of quan-73

tum applications, a technique called entanglement purification74

can be used to increase the fidelity of entangled pairs [11].75

It consumes shared lower-fidelity entangled pairs along the76

link between adjacent nodes to obtain one higher-fidelity77

entangled pair. By adopting purification technique, the entan-78

glement routing can provide fidelity guarantee for end-to-end79

entanglement connection. Nevertheless, due to the nonlin-80

ear relationship between fidelity improvement and resource81

consumption in purification operation, the additional purifica-82

tion decision makes the entanglement routing problem more83

complicated. Thus, how to design such fidelity-guaranteed84

entanglement routing remains an unsolved problem.85

Based on such considerations, in this paper, we focus on86

purification-enabled entanglement routing design under the87

fidelity constraint in general quantum networks. To address88

the complicated entanglement routing problem, we first study89

the entanglement routing problem in single S-D pair scenarios,90

and respectively propose an iterative routing algorithm to91

obtain the optimal solution and a low-complexity routing algo-92

rithm to obtain near-optimal but efficient solution. To obtain93

the optimal purification decisions, we also analyze the charac-94

teristic of purification operations and propose an optimal deci-95

sion approach. After that, we further study the entanglement96

routing problem in multiple S-D pairs scenarios, and propose97

a greedy-based routing algorithm considering two resource98

allocation methods. We also conduct extensive simulations99

to show the superiority of the proposed algorithms compared100

with the existing ones. Although the existing work [12] has101

already proposed an entanglement distribution design and102

imposed a minimum end-to-end fidelity as a requirement,103

it does not take purification into consideration and then the104

fidelity of each Bell pair cannot be further improved. Thus,105

to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that106

provides end-to-end fidelity-guaranteed entanglement routing107

with purification decision, which can fully leverage the advan-108

tages of purification operation and significantly improve the109

end-to-end fidelity with abundant low-fidelity entangled pairs.110

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as111

follows:112

• For the requirement of high-quality entanglement con-113

nections from various quantum applications, we propose114

the first entanglement routing and purification design that 115

provides end-to-end fidelity-guaranteed connections for 116

S-D pairs in “advance generation” model based quan- 117

tum networks. For single S-D pair scenarios, we devise 118

two novel entanglement routing algorithms, i.e., Q-PATH 119

and Q-LEAP, respectively. The former one can obtain 120

multiple routing paths for satisfying single S-D pair 121

and provide the optimal routing solution with minimum 122

entangled pair cost, and the latter one can efficiently 123

provide the routing solution with minimum fidelity degra- 124

dation and has the advantage of low computational 125

complexity. 126

• Based on the routing solutions provided by algorithms 127

designed for single S-D pair, we further consider the 128

routing problem in multiple S-D pairs scenarios as a 129

resource allocation problem, and propose a greedy-based 130

routing design, which leverages two important factors 131

of a given routing solution, i.e., resource consumption 132

and degree of freedom, to globally allocate entanglement 133

resources for various routing solutions and improve the 134

efficiency of resource utilization. 135

• To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, 136

extensive simulations are conducted. Compared to the 137

existing routing scheme with purification decisions, the 138

proposed algorithms not only provide fidelity-guaranteed 139

routing solutions, but also show the significant superiority 140

in terms of throughput, the average fidelity of the end- 141

to-end connections, and network resource utilization. 142

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, related 143

work is discussed in Section II. Then, the motivation, the 144

network model and the routing problem considered in this 145

paper are given in Section III. After that, the entanglement 146

routing designs for single S-D pair and multiple S-D pairs 147

are given in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Finally, 148

the performance evaluation is conducted in Section VI and 149

conclusions are drawn in Section VII. 150

II. RELATED WORK 151

The interconnection of quantum devices forms a quantum 152

network by enabling quantum communications among remote 153

quantum nodes, and academic community believes the ulti- 154

mate objective of the development of quantum networks is to 155

build a global system, called quantum internet, with intercon- 156

nected networks around the world that uses quantum internet 157

protocol [13], which is similar to the Internet. To achieve this 158

ambition, Cacciapuoti [9], Caleffi [14] and others thoroughly 159

survey the theoretical and practical problems of networking, 160

and significantly push forward the development of quantum 161

internet in terms of entanglement distribution, protocol design, 162

optimization of physical devices and so on. In quantum 163

networks, long-distance entanglement connection is required 164

by various quantum applications, such as distributed quantum 165

computing, sensing and metrology and clock synchroniza- 166

tion [15]. To establish a multi-hop quantum entanglement 167

connection via quantum repeaters for multiple S-D pairs, 168

an efficient entanglement routing solution is required. In gen- 169

eral, two kinds of quantum network models, i.e., “advance 170

generation” model (entanglement generation before routing 171
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decision) and “on-demand generation” model (entanglement172

generation after routing decision), are concerned in existing173

work [16]. The former basically isolates the functions between174

link layer and network layer, and only resource allocation and175

path selection should be considered in the routing design. The176

latter, however, tightly couples link layer and network layer,177

and not only path selection but also entanglement generation178

and potential failures should be considered in the routing179

design. Thus, in this paper, we focus on the entanglement180

routing problem based on “advance generation” model.181

Most of the existing studies on quantum networks focus on182

a specific network topology, such as diamond [17], star [18],183

and square grid [6], [19]. Pirandola [17], Vardoyan et al. [18],184

and Pant et al. [19] considered the physical characteris-185

tics of quantum networks, such as quantum memory and186

decoherence time, and developed routing protocols and the-187

oretical analysis about end-to-end capacities and expected188

number of stored qubits for homogeneous systems. Consid-189

ering the routing problem with quantum memory failures,190

Gyongyosi. et al. [20] proposed an efficient adaptive routing191

based on base-graph. Thus, when the failure happens, some192

entanglement connections can be destroyed but a seamless193

network transmission can still be provided since shortest194

replacement paths can be found by using the adaptive rout-195

ing. Caleffi [21] considered stochastic framework that jointly196

accounts several physical-mechanisms such as decoherence197

time, atom–photon/photon–photon entanglement generation198

and entanglement swapping, and derived the closed-form199

expression of the end-to-end entanglement rate. Based on that,200

the authors further proposed an optimal routing protocol when201

using the proposed entanglement rate as routing metric. After202

that, Hahn et al. [22] utilized a graph state and proposed a203

general routing method in arbitrary networks. To be noticed,204

the existing studies rarely consider fidelity as one of the205

metric in entanglement routing. One representative study was206

proposed by Li et al. [6], who considered a lattice topology207

and proposed an effective routing scheme to enable automatic208

responses for multiple requests of S-D pairs. The authors209

considered the purification operation to ensure the fidelity of210

entanglement connection, however, the purification operation211

is performed before routing decision to satisfy the fidelity212

constraint. Due to the fidelity degradation of entanglement213

swapping, this simple purification decision cannot provide214

end-to-end fidelity guarantee. Thus, the lack of existing routing215

design involving fidelity encourages us to design a novel216

fidelity-guaranteed entanglement routing scheme in future217

quantum network.218

III. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION219

In this section, we first provide the motivation of our work,220

and then introduce the network model. Further, we define221

the entanglement routing problem in quantum networks and222

analyze its property. The notations used in this paper are223

summarized in Table I.224

A. Motivation225

The work proposed in this paper is motivated by the226

desire to provide fidelity guarantee for various quantum227

TABLE I

SYMBOLS USED IN THE PAPER

applications. Although several routing protocols and algo- 228

rithms have already been proposed to handle the requests from 229

multiple S-D pairs in existing work, the fidelity degradation 230

during the entanglement swapping has not been considered and 231

an end-to-end fidelity guarantee of entanglement connection1
232

cannot be provided. Thus, we consider an entanglement gener- 233

ation before routing decision model, i.e., “advance generation” 234

model, and focus on satisfying end-to-end fidelity constraint 235

with minimum resource consumption through optimizing path 236

selection with considerations on purification operations. 237

B. Network Model 238

A general quantum network is described by a graph G = 239

(V, E, C), where V is the set of |V | quantum nodes, E is 240

the set of |E| edges, and C is the set of edge capacity. 241

An edge (u, v) between two nodes means that two nodes 242

share one or more quantum channels, and the capacity c(u, v) 243

determines the maximum number of the entangled pairs that 244

can be provided. For the quantum node v ∈ V , the quantum 245

channel on edge e ∈ E, and the S-D pair of a routing request, 246

we give the definition as follows: 247

1) Quantum Node: Each quantum node holds the complete 248

function of a quantum repeater.2 Arbitrary quantum nodes are 249

1In this paper, we consider a entanglement connection as an end-to-end
shared entangled pair between source node and destination node.

2In this paper, we consider first-generation quantum repeaters, hence a finite
number of qubit memories is considered, and entanglement generation and
purification are applied on the repeaters, and quantum error correction is not
available [23], [24].
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equipped with quantum processors and quantum applications250

can be deployed.251

2) Quantum Channel: A quantum channel is established252

between adjacent quantum nodes to support the transmission253

of qubits via physical links (such as optical fibers [4] and254

free-space [25]) with shared entanglement pairs and support255

qubit transmission. The encoding of qubits may have multi-256

ple choices, e.g., polarization-encoded qubits, phase-encoded257

qubits, etc. Here, a constant capacity of each quantum channel258

is considered, which means a constant number of the entangled259

pairs between two adjacent nodes are generated at the start of260

each time slot. The process of entanglement generation can261

also be considered as a deterministic black box (Nitrogen-262

Vacancy platform is considered), and the fidelity of a gen-263

erated entanglement pair on each quantum channel can be264

approximately calculated by a deterministic formula without265

consideration of noise [14], [26].266

3) Source-Destination Pair: Due to the requirement of267

quantum applications, a quantum node may intend to establish268

entanglement connection with the other node. Herein, we name269

such pair of quantum nodes with the intention of entanglement270

connection establishment as a Source-Destination (S-D) pair.271

Based on the above definitions on quantum node, channel,272

and S-D pairs, we introduce the network management method.273

In quantum networks, all quantum nodes are connected via274

classical networks, and each node has a certain level of275

classical computing and storage capacity. Similar to the exist-276

ing studies [4], [7], we assume a time-synchronous network277

operating in time slots.3 To manage a quantum network, all278

quantum nodes are controlled by a centralized controller via279

classical networks. The controller holds all the basic informa-280

tion of the network, such as network topology and resources,281

which can be reported and updated by the quantum nodes. For282

an entanglement routing process, it consists of three phases.283

At the beginning of each time slot, adjacent quantum nodes284

start to generate the entangled pairs, and the controller collects285

routing requests from quantum nodes. Then, the controller286

executes routing algorithm to determine the routing path of287

each S-D pair and resource allocation in the network. Note that288

part of routing requests might be denied due to the connectivity289

or resource limitation. Finally, according to the instructions290

from the controller, all quantum nodes perform purification291

and swapping to concatenate single-hop entangled pair and292

establish multi-hop entanglement connections for S-D pairs.293

To establish end-to-end entanglement connection in quan-294

tum networks, three unique operations, i.e., entanglement295

generation, purification and swapping, which have no analogue296

in classical networking, should be considered:297

4) Entanglement Generation: Physical entanglement gen-298

eration can be performed between two controllable quantum299

nodes, which connect to an intermediate station, called the300

heralding station, over optical fibers by using various hardware301

platform, such as nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond [15].302

After one success generation attempt, the entangled pair4 can303

be stored in the memory of quantum nodes as the available304

3The network is synchronized to a clock where each timestep is no longer
than the memory decoherence time.

4In this paper, only Bell entangled state is considered.

Fig. 2. Illustration of purification operations and performance for multi-round
purification operations.

resource to establish entanglement connection and transmit an 305

arbitrary single qubit state using teleportation. 306

5) Entanglement Purification: Entanglement purification 307

enables two low-fidelity Bell pairs to be merged into a single 308

higher-fidelity one, which can be implemented using CNOT 309

gates or optically using polarizing beamsplitters [27]. By con- 310

sidering bit flip errors, the resulting fidelity after purification 311

operation can be calculated by [8]: 312

f(x1, x2) =
x1x2

x1x2 + (1− x1)(1− x2)
. (1) 313

where x1, x2 is the fidelity of two Bell pairs in the purification 314

operation. If we consider the fidelity of Bell pairs on the 315

same edge are the same, then x1 = x2, and the formula can 316

be simplified as f(x) = x2

2x−1 . This process can be applied 317

recursively so as to in principle achieve arbitrarily high fideli- 318

ties. An example of multi-round purification operation on the 319

same edge is shown in Fig. 2(a). Note that the dashed oval in 320

the figure represents a purification operation, and the resulting 321

fidelity is obtained by using Eq. (1). Meanwhile, all entangled 322

pairs before 1st round purification are generated on the same 323

edge with the same fidelity (i.e., 0.8), a pumping purification 324

scheme [28] is considered, which means that each round of 325

purification operation consumes an extra entangled pair. In this 326

example, we consider two scenarios, the first one is that all 327

purification operations are implemented successfully, and thus 328

the final fidelity after second round purification is 0.9846. 329

The second one is that 1st purification operation is failed, 330

and two low-fidelity entangled pairs are thus broken. In the 331

next, second purification operation cannot be implemented, 332

and the bottom entangled pair in scenario 2 remains unused 333

and it can be used for other purification operations in the 334
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future. The specific performance for multi-round purification335

operation is shown in Figs. 2(b)-2(c). One challenge problem336

for designing a fidelity-guaranteed routing is to determine337

whether purification will be performed or not and the number338

of purification rounds for the intermediate nodes on the path339

between source and destination if necessary.340

6) Entanglement Swapping: To connect quantum nodes341

and establish long-distance entanglement connection, entan-342

glement swapping can be regarded as an attractive approach.343

As shown in Fig. 1, a quantum repeater that carries entangled344

pairs shared by both Alice and Bob can turn the two one-hop345

entanglements into one direct entanglement between Alice and346

Bob [13], [28]. By repeating swapping operations, multi-hop347

entanglement connection along the path of repeaters carrying348

entangled pairs can be established. To be noticed, due to the349

imperfect measurement (i.e., noisy operation [29], [30]) on350

the repeater, the fidelity of multi-hop entanglement would351

degrade during entanglement swapping. Meanwhile, consid-352

ering fidelity variance of entangled pairs on different quantum353

channel, different routing paths can lead to distinct fidelity354

results of end-to-end entanglement connection after swapping.355

It is another challenge issue for designing fidelity-guaranteed356

entanglement routing.357

C. Entanglement Routing Problem358

A fidelity-guaranteed entanglement routing problem can be359

described as follows: Given a quantum network with topology360

and edge capacity as G = (V, E, C), finding routing solu-361

tions, including purification decision Dpur
i,j and path selection362

Pi,j(si, di), to enable the entanglement establishment between363

S-D pairs to satisfy fidelity constraint Fi,j(si, di) > F th
i , ∀i.364

The routing problem in traditional networks, as a classic365

one, has been studied for decades [31], [32], [33]. However,366

the routing problem for multiple S-D pairs, which belongs to367

multi-commodity flow problem [34], [35], has been proven as368

a NP-hard problem. In quantum networks, due to the unique369

characteristics such as entanglement purification, entanglement370

routing problem becomes knotty since the special charac-371

teristics and constraints have to be considered. In specific,372

for the entanglement routing problem with fidelity guarantee,373

additional purification decision problem are coupled with path374

searching problem, which makes the entanglement routing375

problem more complicated.376

IV. ROUTING DESIGN FOR SINGLE S-D PAIR377

In this section, we focus on the routing problem for single378

S-D pair. At first, we propose Q-PATH, a Purification-enabled379

iterAtive rouTing algoritHm, to obtain the optimal routing380

path and purification decisions with minimum entangled pair381

cost. To further reduce the high computational complexity,382

we propose Q-LEAP, a Low-complExity routing Algorithm383

from the perspective of “multiPlicative” routing metric of the384

fidelity degradation.385

A. Problem Definition and Design Overview386

1) Problem Definition: Given a routing request from single387

S-D pair and a quantum network with topology and edge388

Algorithm 1 Q-PATH: Iterative Routing

Input: G = (V, E, C), F th
i , request Ri and �si, di�;

Output: Pi,j(si, di), Dpur
i,j , Fj(si, di), T EXT

i,j ;
1 Step 1 Initialization:
2 Calculate Purification Cost Table for (u, v) ∈ E;
3 Delete all edges (u, v) from G, if F pur

max(u, v) < F th;
4 Construct auxiliary graph Ga = (V, Ea, Ca, Cost);
5 Q← Priority queue according to value of min_cost;
6 Find shortest path on G with Hmin by using BFS;
7 for min_cost = Hmin : |E|Cmax do
8 Step 2 Path Selection Procedure:
9 Multiple shortest paths set PSPF

min_cost with the same
cost min_cost ← K-shortest path algorithm;

10 if no available path for �si, di� then
11 break;
12 end
13 Step 3 Edge Cost Update:
14 for Pi,j(si, di) ∈ PSPF

min_cost with minimum hops do
15 while Fi,j(si, di) < F th

i do
16 Find (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di) with maximum fidelity

improvement;
17 Npur

i,j (u, v) = Npur
i,j (u, v) + 1;

18 end
19 end
20 Q← Pi,j(si, di), cost(Pi,j(si, di)), Dpur

i,j ;
21 Step 4 Throughput Update:
22 while cost(Q.pop) ≤ min_cost + 1 do
23 Find Wmin

i,j along the path Pi,j(si, di) in Ga;
24 if Wmin

i,j ≥ 1 then
25 Subtract min{Wi,j , Ri} × (Npur

i,j (u, v) + 1) on
each (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di) from Ca in Ga;

26 end
27 T EXT

i,j (si, di)← Calculate expected throughput of
each edge (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di);

28 Output Pi,j(si, di), Dpur
i,j , min{Wi,j , Ri}

Fi,j(si, di) and delete this solution from Q;
29 if

∑
j T EXT

i,j (si, di) ≥ Ri then
30 terminate;
31 end
32 end
33 end

capacity as G = (V, E, C), finding routing solutions, including 389

purification decision Dpur
i,j and path selection Pi,j(si, di), 390

to enable the entanglement establishment between S-D pairs 391

to satisfy fidelity constraint Fi,j(si, di) > F th
i , ∀i. 392

2) Design Overview: In order to solve the entanglement 393

routing problem in quantum networks, we start with the inves- 394

tigation on single S-D pair scenario, and first design a routing 395

algorithm that can provide the optimal routing solution with 396

both path selection and purification decisions. By utilizing 397

such algorithm, we can obtain the upper bound of the routing 398

performance and provide guidance for the optimal purification 399

decisions. After that, due to the relatively high computa- 400

tional complexity of the optimal routing algorithm, we further 401

design a heuristic routing algorithm which can efficiently find 402
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near-optimal routing solution with “best quality” path and403

fidelity guarantee. Here, “best quality” path represents the end-404

to-end routing path with the minimum fidelity degradation.405

B. Iterative Routing Design for Single S-D Pair406

For a single S-D pair, the goal of routing design is to find407

the routing path satisfying fidelity constraint with minimum408

entangled pair cost. To reach such goal, the proposed Q-PATH409

algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The basic idea of410

Q-PATH can be described as follows. It searches all possible411

solutions (including routing path and purification decision)412

from the lowest routing cost (i.e., the number of consumed413

entangled pairs) and update purification decision in an iter-414

ative manner. In each iteration, the algorithm sets a certain415

“expected cost value” (i.e., min_cost), and checks all possible416

routing solutions if they equals to “expected cost value”.417

Multiple routing solutions may be found in each iteration by418

using Step 2 and Step 3, but all routing solutions output in419

the same iteration must have the same entangled pair cost,420

i.e., min_cost. Once the actual entangled cost of the routing421

solution meets the “expected cost value”, the routing solution422

can be returned by the algorithm as the one with minimum423

cost.424

It should be clarified that Q-PATH considers minimum425

entangled pair cost (i.e., minimum cost) as the metric to find426

the optimal routing solution rather than minimum number427

of hops in classic routing algorithm such as Dijkstra. For a428

given routing request Ri, the entangled pair cost means the429

total cumulation of resource consumption to establish one430

entanglement connection that satisfies corresponding fidelity431

threshold F th
i for i-th S-D pair, it includes the consumption432

for basic path establishment (consumes one entangled pair433

on each edge along the routing path Pi,j(s, d)) and extra434

purification operation (consumes Npur
i,j (u, v) entangled pairs435

on edge (u, v)).436

In specific, Q-PATH contains 4 steps as follows:437

1) Initialization: Q-PATH first calculates a “Purification438

Cost Table” for each edge (u, v) ∈ E. Since the fidelity439

constraint Fi,j(si, di) ≥ F th must be satisfied for the routing440

path, if an edge (u, v) cannot provide entangled pairs satis-441

fying F pur
max(u, v) ≥ F th even after purifications, it should442

be deleted on graph G for complexity reduction. After that,443

Q-PATH constructs an update graph Ga to record purification444

decision. Finally, Q-PATH finds the shortest path on graph G445

by using Breadth-First-Search (BFS) to ensure the possible446

minimum cost Hmin used in step 2, and also constructs a447

priority queue to save potential routing paths during iterations.448

2) Path Selection Procedure: To obtain the optimal routing449

path with minimum cost, we design an iterative method that450

utilizes the cost as the metric to continue each loop, which pro-451

vides an indicator during the path searching. Here, k-shortest452

path algorithm [31] is used to obtain multiple shortest paths453

with the same cost min_cost.454

To establish the end-to-end entanglement connection,455

entanglement swappings are required after the generation of456

entangled pairs. Considering the imperfect measurement on457

quantum repeaters, each swapping operation brings fidelity458

TABLE II

PURIFICATION COST TABLE

degradation. By adopting extra purification operations, the 459

expected fidelity of the entanglement connection following 460

routing path Pi,j(si, di) can be calculated as: 461

Fi,j(si, di) =
∏

(u,v)∈Pi,j(si,di)

F pur
i,j (u, v, Npur

i,j ), (2) 462

where F pur
i,j (u, v, Npur

i,j ) denotes the fidelity of quantum chan- 463

nel on edge (u, v) after Npur
i,j round purification operations 464

allocated for j-th routing path of i-th S-D pair. Given that the 465

purification protocol as shown in Fig. 2(a), the total number of 466

entangled pairs consumed after Npur(u, v) round purification 467

should be Npur(u, v). Thus, fidelity F pur
i,j (u, v, Npur

i,j ) can be 468

calculated by: 469

F pur
i,j (u, v, Npur

i,j ) 470

=

{
F 0(u, v), Npur

i,j = 0,

f
(
F 0(u, v), F pur

i,j

(
u, v, Npur

i,j − 1
))

, Npur
i,j ≥ 1,

471

(3) 472

where F 0(u, v) denotes the original fidelity of the generated 473

entangled pair on (u, v), and f(·) represents the resulting 474

fidelity of quantum channel after purification in Eq. (1). 475

3) Edge Cost Update: For a given path Pi,j(si, di), edge 476

cost (i.e., number of consumed entangled pairs) equals to the 477

throughput without purification. However, due to the fidelity 478

constraint F th
i , purification might be required on some edges 479

along the path. To guarantee the end-to-end fidelity with 480

minimum entangled pair cost, the purification decision process 481

in line 15-17 is designed to check Fi,j(si, di) and add the 482

number of purification round Npur
i once a time. Note that 483

Npur
i,j (u, v) = 0 for all (u, v) ∈ E at the start of the 484

algorithm. 485

To provide all possible purification options and correspond- 486

ing cost, we design a “Purification Cost Table” for each edge 487

(u, v) ∈ E as described in Table II. “Purification Cost Table” 488

gives the guidance for the resource consumption of purification 489

operation, and also gives the maximum and the minimum 490

fidelity that each quantum channel can provide. For example, 491

for an edge (u, v) with capacity c(u, v) = 5, the original 492

fidelity F pur
min(u, v) = 0.75, then the maximum purification 493

round is 4. According to Eq. (1), the resulting fidelity after 494

1st round can be easily calculated as F pur
1 (u, v) = 0.9, and 495

the fidelity improvement is F pur
1 (u, v) − F pur

min(u, v) = 0.15. 496

Similarly, the resulting fidelity after second round can be 497

easily calculated as F pur
2 (u, v) = 0.9642, and the fidelity 498

improvement is F pur
2 (u, v) − F pur

1 (u, v) = 0.0642 and the 499

following table entries are so on in the same manner. Note 500
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Fig. 3. A routing example for single S-D pair, and the fidelity threshold is F th
1 = 0.8. (a)-(d) show the iterative searching procedure of Q-PATH.

that the maximum fidelity and improvement are F pur
max(u, v) =501

0.9959 and F pur
max(u, v) − F pur

3 (u, v) = 0.0081 after 4-round502

purification, thus we can tell that the fidelity improvement is503

decreasing along with the increase of purification round on the504

same edge.505

In the following, we prove that the greedy approach used506

in Step 3 can find the optimal purification decision. The507

basic idea behind such greedy approach is that, on the same508

edge (u, v), when the original fidelity of the entangled pair509

is low, e.g., F 0(u, v) = 0.75, the fidelity improvement is510

high after one purification operation, i.e., 0.15. However,511

when the original fidelity is high, e.g., F 0(u, v) = 0.95, the512

fidelity improvement obtained after one purification opera-513

tion significantly decreases, i.e., 0.0472. In other words, the514

fidelity improvement brought by purification operation has515

monotonicity. Hence, the greedy approach5 becomes useful by516

leveraging the monotonicity property of purification operation.517

The specific conclusion and proof procedure are given in518

Theorem 1.519

Theorem 1: The greedy approach used in Step 3 of Q-PATH520

can find the optimal purification decision with minimum entan-521

gled pair cost when the original fidelity is above x∗.522

Proof: Please see Appendix A for details.523

Due to the imperfect measurement on quantum repeaters,524

the purification is inherently probabilistic in nature [8], [36],525

[37], [38]. The probability of the successful one-round purifi-526

cation can be calculated by P pur(x1, x2, 1) = x1x2 +527

(1 − x1)(1 − x2). For multi-round purification operation, the528

cumulative successful purification operation can be further529

calculated by:530

P pur
(
F 0, NPur

i,j (u, v)
)

531

=
NP ur

i,j (u,v)∏
n=1

P pur
(
F 0, F pur

i,j (u, v, n), n
)
.532

To verify the optimal routing solution including path selec-533

tion and purification decision obtained by Q-PATH, a per-534

formance evaluation would be conducted in Section VI-B535

compared with brute-force method, and the results show that536

the routing solution between the one proposed in Q-PATH and537

the optimal one are the same.538

4) Throughput Update: The algorithm calculates the max-539

imum achievable throughput Wi,j based on purification540

5Note that the greedy approach used in Q-PATH requires sufficient entangled
pairs on edges to execute the optimal purification operations, otherwise it
cannot find any effective solutions.

decision Di,j = [Npur
i,j (s, u1), . . . , N

pur
i,j (un, d)] for given 541

path Pi,j(si, di), and judges if the request of i-th S-D pair 542

is satisfied. Note that available width Wi,j means avail- 543

able number of end-to-end entanglement establishment for 544

j-th routing path of i-th S-D pair based on given purification 545

decision. If the request is satisfied, the algorithm terminates 546

and produces the routing path Pi,j(si, di), purification decision 547

Di,j , and expected fidelity Fi,j(si, di). Due to the probability 548

of failure situation of purification, the maximum throughput 549

on a given path Pi,j(s, d) would be lower than the one without 550

purification operation. Similar to [4], we define a metric 551

called expected throughput (i.e., expected number of qubits) 552

to quantity an arbitrary end-to-end path Pi,j(s, d): 553

tEXT
i,j (u, v) = P pur

(
F 0 (u, v) , Npur

i,j (u, v)
)×Wmin

i,j . 554

where Wmin
i,j = min

(u,v)∈Pi,j(si,di)
	 c(u,v)

Npur
i,j (u,v)+1


 represents the 555

minimum width, i.e., the maximally available number of 556

establishing end-to-end entanglement connections, along the 557

routing path Pi,j(si, di). Furthermore, the expected throughput 558

on path Pi,j(si, di) can be further calculated by: 559

T EXT
i,j (si, di) = min(tEXT

i,j (u, v)|(u, v) ∈ E). 560

C. Discussion and Complexity Analysis of Q-PATH 561

To clearly explain the searching process of Q-PATH, a rout- 562

ing example is given in Fig. 3. The fidelity value of entangled 563

pairs is shown on each edge. Since Hmin = 2 (at least 2 hops 564

are required to reach the destination) in this example, in the 565

first iteration, the algorithm attempts to find the routing solu- 566

tion with min_cost = 2. Only one potential path with length 567

l = 2 can be found as shown in Fig. 3(a). However, according 568

to line 15, purification is required on edge (s1, r1) to satisfy 569

fidelity constraint. Thus, this routing solution with cost = 3 is 570

enqueued into Q, and the cost condition in line 22 cannot 571

be satisfied. Similarly, in the second iteration, the algorithm 572

attempts to find the routing solution with min_cost = 3. Two 573

potential paths with length l = 3 can be found as shown in 574

Figs. 3(c)-3(d). After checking the fidelity constraint in line 15, 575

these two routing solutions with cost = 3 and cost = 4 is 576

enqueued into Q. Then, two routing solutions (illustrated in 577

Figs. 3(b)-3(c) that satisfy the cost condition in line 22 can 578

be found from Q and they will be outputted. If request Ri is 579

satisfied with the expected throughput tEXT provided by the 580

optimal paths, then the algorithm ends. Otherwise, the process 581

repeats as above. 582
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Based on Theorem 1, the following theorem proves that the583

proposed algorithm can find the routing path with minimum584

cost. The basic idea can be explained as follows. For a given585

routing path, Theorem 1 can guarantee that Q-PATH finds586

the optimal purification decision with minimum entangled587

pair cost. Meanwhile, the minimum entangled pair cost for588

a given routing path is decided by its path length. Thus,589

Q-PATH searches routing path according to its path length590

(i.e., minimum entangled pair cost), compares potential routing591

paths with their actually entangled pair cost after purification592

operations. If there exists an optimal routing path, it must be593

close to its minimum entangled pair cost, and it can be found594

before other routing paths with larger minimum entangled pair595

cost. The specific conclusion and proof procedure are given596

in Theorem 2.597

Theorem 2: The Q-PATH can find the fidelity-guaranteed598

routing path with minimum entangled pair cost for arbitrary599

S-D pair in quantum networks.600

Proof: Please see Appendix B for details.601

The computational complexity of Q-PATH can be ana-602

lyzed as follows. Let |E| denote the number of edges in603

set E, |V | denote the number of nodes in set V . Cmax604

denotes the maximum number of entangled pairs on an edge605

(u, v) ∈ E. At Step 1, the worst complexity of purifica-606

tion cost table calculation and BFS can be calculated by607

O (|E|Cmax) and O (|V |+ |E|), respectively. At Step 2,608

K paths would be obtained at most from K-shortest path609

algorithm, thus the worst complexity can be calculated by610

O (K|V | (|E|+ |V | log2 |V |)). At Step 3, to satisfy the fidelity611

threshold and make purification decisions, the worst com-612

plexity can be calculated by O (K|E|Cmax), where |E|Cmax613

is the judgement times of line 15 in the worst case. At614

Step 4, in the worst case, the throughput update procedure615

for each path obtained from Step 2 would be executed Ri616

times in total, and the complexity of each throughput update617

procedure from line 22 to line 31 is O (|E|). In the worst618

case, the number of iterations in line 7 is |E|Cmax. Thus, the619

worst computational complexity of Q-PATH is O(|V |+ |E|+620

|E|Cmax

(
K|V ||E|+ |V |2 log2 |V |+ K|E|Cmax + Ri|E|

))
.621

As a comparison, the complexity of brute-force approach is622

O ((
Cmax)|E|)). Due to the existence of |E|Cmax|V |2 log2 V623

and K (|E|Cmax)2, the complexity of Q-PATH can rise624

quickly with the increase of edges and edge capacity. Hence,625

in the next, we further propose a low-complexity routing626

algorithm to overcome such problem.627

D. Low-Complexity Routing Design for Single S-D Pair628

Although Q-PATH provides the upper bound of the routing629

problem for single S-D pair, considering the high computa-630

tional complexity, we further design a low-complexity rout-631

ing algorithm, i.e., Q-LEAP, as described in Algorithm 2.632

Similarly, Q-LEAP contains four steps, i.e., initialization, the633

path selection procedure, purification decision, and throughput634

update. The basic idea of Q-LEAP is that, for each iteration in635

Q-LEAP (line 3 in Algorithm 2), it searches one routing path636

with “best quality” (Step 2), and makes purification decision637

to let it satisfy fidelity threshold (Step 3). The process repeats638

Algorithm 2 Q-LEAP: Low-Complexity Routing

Input: G = (V, E, C), F th
i , request Ri and S-D pair;

Output: Pi,j(si, di), Dpur
i,j , Fj(si, di), and T EXT

i,j ;
1 Step 1 Initialization:
2 Same as line 2-5 in Q-PATH;
3 for j = 1 : Ri do
4 Step 2 Best Quality Path Searching:
5 Pi,j(si, di), U(Pi,j(si, di))← Using extended Dijkstra

algorithm to search the path with minimum fidelity
degradation according to fidelity multiplicative
Eq. (2);

6 if no available path for �si, di� then
7 break;
8 end
9 Step 3 Purification Decision:

10 Calculate path length l and F avg
i,j = (F th

i )1/l;
11 for (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di) do
12 if F (u, v) < F avg

i,j then
13 Npur

i,j (u, v) = arg min
Npur

i,j (u,v)
F pur

i,j (u, v) ≥ F avg
i,j

according to Purification Cost Table;
14 end
15 end
16 Q← Pi,j(si, di), cost(Pi,j(si, di)), Dpur

i,j ;
17 Step 4 Throughput Update:
18 while Q.pop! = null do
19 Find Wmin

i,j along the path Pi,j(si, di) in Ga;
20 if Wi,j ≥ 1 then
21 Subtract min{Wmin

i,j , Ri}× (Npur
i,j (u, v) + 1) on

each (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di) from Ca in Ga;
22 end
23 T EXT

i,j (si, di)← Calculate expected throughput of
each edge (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di);

24 Output Pi,j(si, di), Dpur
i,j , min{Wi,j , Ri}

Fi,j(si, di) and delete this solution from Q;
25 if

∑
j T EXT

i,j (si, di) ≥ Ri then
26 terminate;
27 end
28 end
29 end

until the request Ri is satisfied (see terminal condition in 639

line 26). In the following, we discuss two main different parts 640

between the low-complexity routing design in Q-LEAP and 641

the iterative design in Q-PATH. 642

1) Best Quality Path Searching: Unlike the path searching 643

process in Q-PATH, which searches all potential paths with 644

the same cost, Q-LEAP attempts to find “the optimal one” 645

with minimum fidelity degradation via an extended Dijkstra 646

algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4, Q-LEAP finds the path with 647

the highest end-to-end fidelity. Since the classical routing 648

algorithm calculates the sum of the costs of all edges with 649

“additive” routing metric, the original Dijkstra algorithm, 650

which is based on greedy approach, cannot find the shortest 651

path in quantum networks considering “multiplicative” routing 652

metric for fidelity degradation in Eq. (2). Hence, we adopt 653
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Fig. 4. A routing example for single S-D pair, and the fidelity threshold is
F th

1 = 0.8. (a) illustrates the network topology, (b) shows the path with the
highest end-to-end fidelity found by extended Dijkstra in Q-LEAP.

non-additive but monotonic routing metric [4], and design654

an extended Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path with655

minimum fidelity degradation between a given S-D pair.656

2) Purification Decision: To make purification decisions657

Dpur
i,j with lower computational complexity, we adopt the aver-658

age fidelity to satisfy the requirement of fidelity threshold F th
i .659

For a given path Pi,j(si, di), each hop on the path should660

satisfy F avg
i (l) = (F th

i )
1
l , where l is the length of routing661

path. By doing this, the worest complexity of purification662

decision can be significantly reduced to O (|E|).663

E. Discussion and Complexity Analysis of Q-LEAP664

Q-LEAP contains four main steps. At Step 1, the complexity665

of purification cost table can be calculated by O(|E|Cmax).666

At Step 2, the worst complexity for path selection can be667

calculated by O (|V | log2 |V |+ |E|). At Step 3, the worst668

complexity can be calculated byO (|E|). For the loop in line 3,669

it should be executed Ri times. The complexity of Step 4670

is O(|E|). Thus, the overall complexity is O
(
|E|Cmax +671

Ri(|V | log2 |V |+ |E|)
)

.672

V. ROUTING DESIGN FOR MULTIPLE S-D PAIRS673

In this section, based on aforementioned routing designs for674

single S-D pair, we further propose a greedy-based entangle-675

ment routing design to obtain fidelity-guaranteed routing paths676

for multiple S-D pairs, and design a utility metric with two677

important factors for resource allocation.678

A. Problem Definition and Design Overview679

1) Problem Definition: Given multiple routing requests680

from multiple S-D pairs and a quantum network with topology681

and edge capacity as G = (V, E, C), finding routing solu-682

tions, including purification decision Dpur
i,j and path selection683

Pi,j(si, di), to enable the entanglement establishment between684

S-D pairs to satisfy fidelity constraint Fi,j(si, di) > F th
i , ∀i.685

2) Design Overview: Based on the routing solutions686

obtained by the proposed two algorithms for single S-D pair,687

the routing problem in multiple S-D pairs scenario can be fur-688

ther regarded as a resource allocation problem. When sufficient689

resource (i.e.,entangled pairs) is provided in the network, the690

final solution is the combination of the optimal/near-optimal691

routing solution for single S-D pair. Otherwise, the requests692

which cannot be satisfied should be denied. Thus, we consider693

Algorithm 3 Greedy-Based Routing for Multiple S-D
Pairs

Input: G = (V, E, C), F th
i , requests Ri and S-D pairs;

Output: Pi,j(si, di), Di,j , Fj(si, di), T EXT
i,j ;

1 Step 1 Initialization:
2 Same as line 2-5 in Q-PATH;
3 Construct residual graph Gr = (V, Er , Cr);
4 Step 2 Routing Path Predetermination:
5 for all S-D pairs do
6 Find routing solutions ←Q-PATH or Q-LEAP;
7 Q← Pi,j(si, di) according to utility Ui,j ;
8 end
9 while Q is not empty do

10 Step 3 Resource Allocation:
11 Pi,j(si, di)← Q and let Wmin

i,j = INT_MAX;
12 for (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di) do
13 if 	 c(u,v)

Npur
i,j (u,v)+1


 ≤Wmin
i,j then

14 Wmin
i,j = 	 c(u,v)

Npur
i,j (u,v)+1


;
15 end
16 end
17 if Wmin

i,j ≥ 1 then
18 Subtract min{Wmin

i,j , Ri} × (Npur
i,j (u, v) + 1) on

each (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di) from Cr in Gr;
19 Output Pi,j(si, di), Dpur

i,j , Fj(si, di), T EXT
i,j ;

20 if
∑

j T EXT
i,j (si, di) ≥ Ri then

21 Remove all paths Pi,j(si, di), ∀j from Q;
22 end
23 end
24 Step 4 Re-routing Process:
25 else
26 Find routing solutions ←Q-PATH or Q-LEAP;
27 if Pi,j+1(si, di)! = Pi,j(si, di) then
28 Q← Pi,j+1(si, di) according to utility Ui,j ;
29 end
30 Delete Pi,j(si, di) from Q;
31 end
32 end

two important allocation metrics, degree of freedom and 694

resource consumption, to evaluate the performance of each 695

routing solution for single S-D pair, and design a greedy-based 696

routing algorithm to achieve efficient resource allocation for 697

requests from multiple S-D pairs. 698

B. Algorithm Procedure 699

The greedy-based routing design is described in Algo- 700

rithm 3. The basic idea of the algorithm can be described as 701

follows: it first calculates the routing path for single S-D pair 702

by using the algorithms proposed in Section IV. To satisfy 703

the requests from multiple S-D pairs as many as possible, 704

we then allocate the network resource for each obtained 705

routing solutions (path selection and purification decision) 706

one by one. For each loop in line 9, the corresponding 707

resource min{Wmin
i,j , Ri} × (Npur

i,j (u, v) + 1) consumed on 708

each edge (u, v) ∈ Pi,j(si, di) would be deleted on the 709
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Fig. 5. Routing example for multiple S-D pairs, only one entangled pair is considered on each edge.

residual graph Gr. If the resource of some edges on the routing710

path Pi,j(si, di) has been exhausted, leading to an invalid path711

on Gr, a re-routing process will be performed on the residual712

graph Gr, and the re-routing solution for i-th S-D pair will713

be enqueued into priority queue Q again and continue loop in714

line 9.715

In Algorithm 3, the most important procedure, which716

has the most significant impact on the performance, is the717

order that which routing solution in Q should be allo-718

cated first in resource allocation process. For example,719

in Figs. 5(a)-5(b), there are two requests for �s1, d1� and720

�s2, d2�. By executing Q-PATH or Q-LEAP, we obtain two721

routing paths P1,1(s1, d1)={(s1, r1), (r1, r2), (r2, d1)} and722

P2,1(s2, d2)={(s2, r1), (r1, r2), (r2, d2)}. If we first allocate723

the network resource for P1,1(s1, d1), then the resource on724

edge (r1, r2) would be exhausted. After that, the request for725

�s2, d2� has to be denied since P2,1(s2, d2) becomes invalid726

and there is no other available routing solution for �s2, d2�,727

which leads to a poor performance in terms of throughput.728

C. Resource Allocation729

To address the resource allocation problem, we introduce730

a utility metric to evaluate the degree of difficulty when the731

algorithm attempts to satisfy a given request, two important732

factors of a given routing solution is considered in the utility,733

i.e., resource consumption and degree of freedom:734

Ui,j = α ·G (Pi,j(si, di)) + β · S (
Pi,j(si, di), D

pur
i,j

)
, (4)735

where α and β are weight coefficient, S (·) and G (·) denotes736

the total resource consumption and the degree of freedom of737

a given routing path, respectively.738

1) For degree of freedom, it is defined as the sum of routing739

options on each hop, which can be calculated by:740

G (Pi,j(si, di)) =
∑

nodes on Pi,j(si,di)

N (u).741

The degree of freedom describes the successful re-routing742

possibility. For example, Figs. 5(b)-5(c) show the advantage743

by considering degree of freedom as a factor when the744

algorithm decides the order of resource allocation, routing745

paths P1,1(s1, d1) and P2,1(s2, d2) are found by the Q-PATH746

or Q-LEAP as shown in Fig. 5(b), and G (P1,1 (s1, d1)) =747

10 and G (P2,1 (s2, d2)) = 9 in Fig. 5(b). If we check748

P1,1(s1, d1) first, the resource on edge (r1, r2) would be749

exhausted. Then P2,1(s2, d2) becomes invalid and there is750

no other available routing path for �s2, d2�. If we check all751

routing solutions according to the value of degree of freedom,752

then the resource would be allocated to P1,1(s1, d1) first since753

G (P2,1(s2, d2)) < G (P1,1(s1, d1)). In this case, maximum 754

throughput is reached as shown in Fig. 5(c). 755

2) For resource consumption, it is defined as the sum of 756

consumed entangled pairs for a given routing solution, which 757

can be calculated by: 758

S
(
Pi,j(si, di), D

pur
i,j

)
=

∑
(u,v)∈Pi,j(si,di)

Npur
i,j (u, v). 759

Considering the limited resource of entangled pairs on edges, 760

a routing path with lower resource consumption should be 761

allocated earlier, in case the routing path with higher resource 762

consumption consumes too much entangled pairs and makes 763

the requests from other S-D pairs be denied. An example 764

is shown in Figs. 5(d)-5(e), which show the advantage by 765

considering resource consumption as a factor when the algo- 766

rithm decides the order of resource allocation. P1,1(s1, d1) 767

is a shorter path and consumes less entangled pairs, and 768

S
(
P1,1(s1, d1), D

pur
1,1

)
= 2 and S

(
P2,1(s2, d2), D

pur
2,1

)
= 769

3 in 5(d). If we check P2,1(s2, d2) first, the resource on edge 770

(s2, r1) would be exhausted, then P1,1(s1, d1) becomes invalid 771

and there is no other available routing solutions for �s2, d2�. 772

In this case, as shown in Fig. 5(e), if we check all routing 773

solutions according to the value of resource consumption S(·), 774

maximum throughput can be achieved. 775

D. Computational Complexity Analysis 776

The computational complexity of Algorithm 3 can be ana- 777

lyzed as follows. At Step 2, the number of iterations is decided 778

by the number of S-D pairs Ri, and the complexity of each 779

path selection is the same as Q-PATH or Q-LEAP. At Step 3, 780

K paths would be obtained at most from Q-PATH or Q-LEAP, 781

the complexity can be calculated by O(K|E|). At Step 4, 782

re-routing procedure can be executed
∑

i Ri times at most. 783

As a comparison, the complexity of brute-force searching 784

approach is O
(∑

i Ri (Cmax)|E|). 785

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 786

A. Evaluation Setup 787

To implement the proposed routing algorithms in quantum 788

networks, we conduct a series of numerical evaluations. The 789

simulation code is available in [39]. The software and hard- 790

ware configuration of simulation platform are: AMD Ryzen 7 791

3700X 3.6GHz CPU, 32GB RAM, O.S. Windows 10 64bits. 792

Along with the development of quantum networks, it can 793

be foreseen that quantum networks will become a critical 794

infrastructure for security communications and quantum appli- 795

cations in the future, which is similar to the current Internet 796
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison for single S-D pair in terms of throughput, average fidelity, and network resource utilization (channel capacity = 50).

Fig. 7. Performance comparison for single S-D pair in terms of throughput, average fidelity, and network resource utilization (fidelity threshold = 0.7).

TABLE III

ALGORITHM RUNNING TIME (FIDELITY THRESHOLD = 0.6,
CHANNEL CAPACITY = 10)

backbone. Thus, the US backbone network [40] is adopted as797

the examined network topology in our simulation. For each set798

of parameter settings, simulations are run 1000 trials and the799

averaged results are given, the original fidelity of entangled800

pairs follows N [0.8, 0.1]. According to [15], the typical qubit801

lifetime is 1.46s, thus we adopt the synchronization timestep802

as 500ms. The performance of routing scheme proposed803

in [6] is adopted as the baseline since it is the only804

existing routing design that considers purification operation,805

and proportional share is adopted as its resource allocation806

scheme. In specific, US backbone network topology is used in807

Figs. 6-11.808

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms, ran-809

dom network topologies are also generated in the simulations810

following the Waxman model [4], [7], [41], i.e., the probability811

that there is an edge between node u and v can be formulated812

as p(u, v) = κ exp −d(u,v)
Lγ [41, Eq. (4)], where d(u, v) is the813

Euclidean distance (measured in kilometers) between node u814

and v, L is the largest distance between two arbitrary nodes.815

In specific, random network topologies are used in Table III.816

B. Results Under Single S-D Pair Scenarios817

1) Computational Complexity Comparison: The running818

time of three routing algorithms is shown in Table III. As we819

analyzed before, although Q-PATH can achieve the best rout- 820

ing performance, the complexity of Q-PATH is relatively high, 821

which makes it time-consuming. As the results in Table III, 822

with the increase of network scale, the running time of 823

Q-PATH is 5x-10x higher than the baseline, but the running 824

time of Q-LEAP is 50x lower than the baseline. 825

2) Performance Comparison vs. Fidelity Threshold: As 826

shown in Fig. 6, the performance of the proposed Q-PATH and 827

Q-LEAP is evaluated compared with the baseline. In Fig. 6(a), 828

Q-PATH obtains the highest throughput, and the gap between 829

Q-PATH and Q-LEAP reaches the peak at fidelity threshold of 830

0.85. The reason can be explained as follows. With the increase 831

of fidelity threshold, multi-round purification operations are 832

required to satisfy end-to-end fidelity requirement, then avail- 833

able entangled pairs on each quantum channel are reducing 834

from default 50 pairs to several pairs after necessary purifi- 835

cation. Thus, when the fidelity threshold is small, the gap 836

between Q-PATH and Q-LEAP is negligible since multi-round 837

purification operations are unnecessary. Once the number of 838

available entangled pairs is limited, the solution space is 839

reducing, which leads to similar routing solution obtained by 840

Q-PATH and Q-LEAP. For the baseline, due to the purification 841

is performed before path selection, end-to-end fidelity can 842

hardly be guaranteed. Thus, a poor performance in terms of 843

throughput is obtained. 844

In Fig. 6(b), Q-PATH also achieves the minimum fidelity 845

but above fidelity threshold. This phenomenon shows that the 846

purification decision and path selection obtained from Q-PATH 847

can achieve the minimum cost to provide end-to-end fidelity 848

guarantee. In Fig. 6(c), the network resource utilization is 849

calculated as the ratio of the consumed entanglement pairs and 850

the total entanglement pairs in the network. Although Q-PATH 851

can achieve the highest throughput, the resource utilization of 852

Q-PATH is lower than Q-LEAP. 853
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison for multiple S-D pairs versus fidelity threshold (channel capacity = 50, SD pairs = 4).

Fig. 9. Performance comparison for multiple S-D pairs versus channel capacity (fidelity threshold = 0.7, SD pairs = 4).

Fig. 10. Performance comparison for multiple S-D pairs versus the number of S-D pairs (fidelity threshold = 0.7, channel capacity = 50).

3) Performance Comparison vs. Channel Capacity: As854

shown in Fig. 7, the performance of the proposed Q-PATH and855

Q-LEAP is evaluated compared with the baseline. In Fig. 7(a),856

similarly, Algorithm Q-PATH obtain the highest throughput,857

but the gap between Q-PATH and the other results is expand-858

ing with the increase of channel capacity. This phenomenon859

shows the superiority of the proposed algorithm, and Q-PATH860

can achieve better performance with sufficient entanglement861

resource in the network.862

In Fig. 7(b), the established end-to-end entanglement con-863

nection obtained from Q-PATH always has the lowest fidelity864

to fidelity threshold. Q-LEAP and the baseline has similar865

fidelity. In Fig. 7(c), due to the advance purification opera-866

tions of the baseline, it has the highest resource utilization867

ratio. Similar to the results in Fig. 7(c), Q-PATH can also868

achieve the highest throughput but similar resource utilization869

as Q-LEAP.870

C. Results Under Multiple S-D Pairs Scenarios871

As shown in Figs. 8-10, the performance of the proposed872

Algorithm 36 is evaluated compared with the baseline, the873

normalization is adopted for weight coefficient α and β,874

6In the simulation, Algorithm 3-PATH represents Q-PATH is used in the
algorithm, Algorithm 3-LEAP represents Q-LEAP is used in the algorithm.

i.e., α = α∗
2|E| and β = β∗

|E|Cchannel
, where Cchannel represents 875

channel capacity, and α∗ and β∗ both takes 0.5 in the utility 876

metric. For fair comparison, we allocate 50 requests for each 877

S-D pair in the simulation. 878

1) Performance Comparison vs. Fidelity Threshold: In 879

Fig. 8(a), Algorithm 3-PATH obtains the highest throughput, 880

but the gap between Algorithm 3 and the gap between Algo- 881

rithm 3-PATH and Algorithm 3-LEAP is relatively stable, 882

which is inherently caused by the performance gap from 883

Q-PATH and Q-LEAP. For the baseline, due to the purification 884

is performed before path selection, end-to-end fidelity can 885

hardly be guaranteed. Thus, a poor performance in terms of 886

throughput is obtained. 887

In Fig. 8(b), since Algorithm 3-PATH always finds the 888

routing solution with minimum entangled pair cost, the fidelity 889

of the obtained solution is also minimum but above the 890

fidelity threshold. Compared to Algorithm 3-PATH and the 891

baseline, Algorithm 3-LEAP only selects one path with “best 892

quality”, which provides a higher fidelity for each obtained 893

routing solution in nature. Thus, Algorithm 3-LEAP obtains 894

the routing solutions with the highest fidelity. In Fig. 8(c), 895

Algorithm 3-PATH and Algorithm 3-LEAP utilizes similar 896

entangled pair resource to build end-to-end connection. The 897

reason why the resource utilization of the baseline drops when 898

fidelity threshold larger than 0.8 is that, the higher fidelity 899
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison for multiple S-D pairs versus weight
coefficient (fidelity threshold = 0.7, channel capacity = 2, number of S-D
pairs = 10).

constraint prevents the successful connection establishments900

for requests and most of the requests will be denied. Thus,901

the resource utilization of the baseline significantly drops when902

fidelity threshold becomes larger.903

2) Performance Comparison vs. Channel Capacity: In904

Fig. 9(a), along with the increase of channel capacity, three905

routing schemes obtain significant improvement in terms of906

throughput, Algorithm 3-PATH always obtains the highest907

throughput, and the gap between Algorithm 3-PATH and Algo-908

rithm 3-LEAP reaches the peak at channel capacity of 50. This909

expected phenomenon can be explained as follows. Since the910

solution space of purification operation is related to channel911

capacity, Algorithm 3-PATH can find superior solutions with912

higher channel capacity compared with Algorithm 3-LEAP913

and the baseline. Due to the limited requests of each S-D914

pair, i.e., 50 requests, the gap between two methods of915

Algorithm 3 becomes smaller when the channel capacity916

further increases. The gap between Algorithm 3-PATH and917

Algorithm 3-LEAP is 11.4%-6.5% with the increase of channel918

capacity.919

In Fig. 9(b), due to the same setting of fidelity threshold,920

the fidelity of established end-to-end entanglement connec-921

tions obtained by three routing schemes is relatively stable.922

Algorithm 3-PATH obtains the lowest fidelity that satisfies923

threshold, and has the lowest resource consumption as shown924

in Fig. 9(c), which indicates that it can obtain better routing925

decisions and purification decisions with minimum entangled926

pair cost. Along with the increase of channel capacity, the gap927

between Algorithm 3-PATH and Algorithm 3-LEAP is also928

expanding. This phenomenon is similar to the one in single929

S-D pair scenario, but significantly magnified by multiple S-D930

pairs.931

3) Performance Comparison vs. S-D Pairs: In Fig. 10(a),932

the throughput of three routing schemes is rising along with933

the increase of the number of S-D pairs. As the routing934

scheme with best performance, Algorithm 3-PATH obtain935

12.3%-10.2% and 510.7%-353.2% improvement compared936

with Algorithm 3-LEAP and the baseline, respectively.937

In Fig. 10(b), due to the same setting of fidelity threshold,938

the fidelity of established end-to-end entanglement connec-939

tions obtained by three routing schemes is relatively stable. 940

In Fig. 10(c), since the purification decisions of the baseline 941

are made in advance, most of the resource on each quantum 942

channel has been exhausted to generate entangled pairs with 943

higher fidelity. Hence, along with the increase of the number 944

of S-D pairs, the baseline can hardly satisfy the requests 945

from multiple S-D pairs, and lots of requests are denied, 946

which causes the slight decrease of resource utilization ratio. 947

For the proposed routing schemes, the purification decisions 948

are made according to the requests of various S-D pairs, 949

thus the resource utilization ratio of Algorithm 3-PATH and 950

3-LEAP is rising with the increase of the number of S-D 951

pairs. 952

4) Performance comparison vs. Weight coefficient: In 953

Fig. 11, the relationship between the setting of weight coef- 954

ficient and the performance of the proposed algorithms is 955

evaluated. The normalization is adopted for weight coefficient 956

α and β, and Cchannel and |E| = 122 represent channel 957

capacity and the number of edges, respectively. At first, 958

to prove the effectiveness of the proposed resource allocation 959

method based on the utility metric in Eq. (4), we adopt 960

“Random” resource allocation method and set it as perfor- 961

mance benchmark (100% in the figure). As a comparison, 962

the proposed resource allocation method has significant supe- 963

riority with 23% − 43% performance improvement. Second, 964

the performance comparison under different weight coefficient 965

settings is also conducted. For the given network topology, 966

i.e., US backbone network, both factors considered in the 967

utility function, i.e., degree of freedom and resource consump- 968

tion, can provide performance improvement compared with 969

“Random” resource allocation method. If we only consider 970

one factor by setting α∗ = 1, β∗ = 0, α∗ = 0.5, β∗ = 971

0.5 or α∗ = 0, β∗ = 1, the performance can be improved 972

31% and 23% for Algorithm 3-PATH and Algorithm 3-LEAP, 973

respectively. Furthermore, if we both consider two factors by 974

setting α∗ = 1, β∗ = 1, the performance can be further 975

improved 43% and 35%, respectively. Due to the significant 976

influence of the proposed two factors in Eq. (4), it can lead 977

to better routing performance by jointly considering degree of 978

freedom and resource consumption. 979

VII. CONCLUSION 980

In this paper, we studied purification-enabled entanglement 981

routing designs to provide end-to-end fidelity guarantee for 982

various quantum applications. Considering difficulty of entan- 983

glement routing designs, we started with single S-D pair 984

scenario, and proposed Q-PATH, an iterative entanglement 985

routing algorithm, and proved the optimality of the algo- 986

rithm. To further reduce the high computational complexity, 987

we proposed Q-LEAP, a low-complexity routing algorithm 988

which considers “the shortest path” with minimum fidelity 989

degradation and a simple but effective purification decision 990

method. Based on the routing designs for single S-D pair 991

scenarios, the design of multiple S-D pair scenarios could be 992

regarded as the resource allocation problem among multiple 993

single S-D routing solutions, and a greedy-based routing algo- 994

rithm was further proposed. To efficiently allocate resource 995
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of entangled pairs for different requests and corresponding996

routing solutions, two allocation metrics were considered,997

i.e., degree of freedom and resource consumption.998

The superiority of the proposed routing designs was proved999

by the extensive simulations. For the proposed routing algo-1000

rithms, Q-PATH achieves the optimal performance with rela-1001

tively high computational complexity, and Q-LEAP achieves1002

near-optimal performance but highly efficiency, and both1003

algorithms provide significant performance improvement com-1004

pared to the existing purification-enabled routing scheme.1005

In practice, the performance superior of Q-PATH makes it suit-1006

able for network optimization and the efficiency of Q-LEAP1007

makes it suitable for a large-scale quantum networks. In the1008

future, we will study the routing problem under “on-demand1009

generation” model with fidelity constraint, and also explore1010

the inherent relationship between the value of fidelity and the1011

possibility of qubit error.1012

APPENDIX A1013

PROOF OF THEOREM 11014

Proof: At first, we prove that the purification operation1015

to the entangled pair close to x∗ can bring the highest1016

improvement. Let the original fidelity of two entangled pairs in1017

the first-round purification as x1, x1, and the original fidelity1018

of two entangled pairs in the second-round purification as1019

x1, x2, where x2 = f(x1, x1). Since x2 > x1, we can have1020

x1x2 +(1−x1)(1−x2) > x2
1 +(1−x1)2. Thus, we can have:1021

f(x1, x2)− f(x1, x1)1022

=
x2

1 + x2 − x1x2 − x1

A

(a)
=

2x2
1 − 3x1 + 1

x2
1 + (1− x1)2

·A (b)
< 0.1023

Here, A = (x1x2 + (1− x1) (1− x2))
(
x2

1 + (1− x1)
2
)

in1024

(a) and we utilize the following conclusion in (b): When1025

x1, x2 ∈ [0.5, 1], we can obtain that A > 0, x2
1 + (1− x1)2 >1026

0 and 2x2
1−3x1 +1 < 0, and thus f(x1, x2)− f(x1, x1) < 0.1027

Similar proof can be done when multi-round purification is1028

considered. In this case, the improvement of any multi-round1029

purification cannot be higher than the first-round purification.1030

Thus, let x1 = x2, the resulting fidelity after purification can1031

be calculated by Eq. (1), and the derivative of Eq. (1) can be1032

obtained as:1033

df(x)
dx

=
−2x2 + 2x

4x4 − 8x3 + 8x2 − 4x + 1
.1034

Let df(x)
dx = 1, we can obtain x∗ ≈ 0.743 when x ∈ [0.5, 1],1035

and df(x)
dx > 0 and d2f(x)

dx2 < 0 remain when x ∈ [0.5, 1].1036

In this case, for one-round purification, if the original fidelity1037

equals to x∗, the highest fidelity improvement can be obtained.1038

In other words, among multiple entangled pairs on different1039

edges, the purification operation to the entangled pair with the1040

lowest fidelity can bring the highest improvement when the1041

original fidelity is above x∗.1042

Next, we prove that the greedy approach can lead to the1043

optimal purification decision with minimum entangled pair1044

cost. For a given path Pi,j(si, di), we assume the original1045

fidelity of the entanglement connection following routing path1046

Pi,j(si, di) is lower than the fidelity threshold but higher1047

than x∗, i.e., x∗ < Fi,j(si, di) < F th
i . We assume that D̂pur

i,j 1048

is the optimal purification decision with minimum N∗ = 1049∑
(u1,u2)∈Pi,j(si,di)

Npur
i,j (u1, u2) purification operations. When 1050

N∗ = 1, if the fidelity of entangled pairs on edge (v1, v2) 1051

is the minimum fidelity, then we have purification decision 1052

Dpur
i,j with Npur

i,j (v1, v2) = 1. According to the monotonicity 1053

obtained from the first and second derivative when the original 1054

fidelity belongs to [x∗, 1], we can obtain that: 1055

F̂i,j(si, di)− Fi,j(si, di) 1056

= (y1 + δ1) y2 − y1 (y2 + δ2) = δ1y2 − δ2y1

(c)

≤ 0, (5) 1057

where F̂i,j(si, di) is the fidelity of entanglement connec- 1058

tion under the optimal purification decision D̂pur
i,j , y1 = 1059

F pur
i,j (u1, u2, 0), y2 = F pur

i,j (v1, v2, 0), δ1 = F pur
i,j (u1, u2, 1)− 1060

F pur
i,j (u1, u2, 0), and δ2 = F pur

i,j (v1, v2, 1) − F pur
i,j (v1, v2, 0). 1061

(c) holds due to y1 > y2 and δ1 < δ2. Note that 1062

F pur
i,j (u1, u2, N

∗) is the resulting fidelity after N∗ round 1063

purification on edge (u1, u2) in Eq. (3). Thus, the equality 1064

in Ineq. (5) can be only obtained when D̂pur
i,j = Dpur

i,j , 1065

which implies the purification decision Dpur
i,j based on greedy 1066

approach is the optimal one when N∗ = 1. 1067

After that, when N∗ = 2, we can assume F̂i,j(si, di) = 1068

Fi,j(si, di) after the first purification operation. Then the 1069

situation goes back to the one when N∗ = 1. Thus, the rest 1070

proof when N∗ > 2 can be done in the same manner. This 1071

completes the proof. 1072

APPENDIX B 1073

PROOF OF THEOREM 2 1074

Proof: Here, we prove this theorem by contradiction. For 1075

a S-D pair < s, d >, we assume P ∗(s, d) is the routing path 1076

that satisfies fidelity constraint F th with minimum entangled 1077

pair cost cost∗ for < s, d >, and P �(s, d) is the routing path 1078

found by Q-PATH with cost� > cost∗. Then, the mathematical 1079

induction is used in the following: 1080

1. At the beginning, the path with minimum hops Hmin on 1081

graph G is found by using Breadth-First-Search (BFS). Thus, 1082

cost∗ ≥ Hmin should be satisfied. For the first iteration in 1083

line 7, the algorithm would search the shortest paths PSPF
Hmin . 1084

To satisfy the fidelity constraint F th, the cost of each path 1085

Pi,j(s, d) ∈ PSPF
Hmin is not less than Hmin. If the cost of the 1086

path P �(s, d) ∈ PSPF
Hmin equals to Hmin after Step 3, and 1087

cost∗! = Hmin, then P ∗(s, d) must be a shorter path than 1088

the one found by BFS, it reaches a contradiction from the 1089

assumption that Hmin is minimum hops for < s, d >. 1090

2. For the second iteration in line 7, we have min_cost = 1091

Hmin + 1. We assume that the path with min_cost = Hmin
1092

is not found in the first iteration. If the algorithm finds a path 1093

that satisfies condition in line 22, and cost∗! = Hmin+1, then 1094

cost∗ must equal Hmin. Path P ∗(s, d) and P �(s, d) must have 1095

relationship: 1096∑
(u,v)∈P∗(s,d)

cost(u, v) =
∑

(u�,v�)∈P �(s,d)

cost(u�, v�)− 1. 1097

Since the shortest paths PSPF
Hmin have already been checked 1098

in the first iteration. If any path Pi,j(s, d) ∈ PSPF
Hmin satisfies 1099
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the fidelity constraint, condition in line 22 should be satisfied.1100

Thus, we obtain a contradiction from the assumption that a1101

path with min_cost = Hmin is not found in the first iteration.1102

3. After k iterations in line 7, we have min_cost =1103

Hmin + k. We assume that the algorithm first finds a path1104

that satisfies condition in line 22. If cost∗ < Hmin + k,1105

there must exist at least one routing path that is not stored in1106

priority queue Q, then path P ∗(s, d) and P �(s, d) must have1107

relationship:1108 ∑
(u,v)∈P∗(s,d)

cost(u, v) <
∑

(u�,v�)∈P �(s,d)

cost(u�, v�).1109

Similarly, we obtain a contradiction that a path with1110

min_cost < Hmin+k is not found in the first k−1 iterations.1111

This completes the proof.1112
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